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Grand Café Planie 

"For All Your Culinary Cravings"

Just steps away from attractions like the Altes Schloss and the trendy

boutiques of Königstrasse, the Grand Café Planie attracts an eclectic

clientele with its culinary offerings. The decor and ambiance are light and

airy, reminiscent of the Mediterranean towns that it draws inspiration

from. The menu offers a selection of regional and Mediterranean favorites,

with seasonal specials and two daily lunch menus to choose from.

Although popular as a casual lunch and dinner destination, the Grand

Café Planie is best known for its decadent desserts, sumptuous cakes and

delicious breakfast menu. Whether you are craving pasta for lunch, a well-

crafted cup of coffee, or a hearty breakfast to get the day started, the

Grand Café Planie will not disappoint.

 +49 711 29 2553  www.grandcafeplanie.de/  Charlottenstrasse 17, Stuttgart
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Amadeus 

"Relaxing Over A Drink"

Amadeus attracts a city's major crowd of people who love relaxing and

devouring great food. Here, you will be served traditional Swabian dishes

like Maultaschen or Käsespätzle, as well as contemporary selections

including salad and a pizza. The best time of the year to visit the Amadeus

is during the summer, when you can enjoy its huge inner courtyard. If

you're lucky, you might be there when a local jazz or funk band play live.

Be sure to swing by in the mornings for their brunch specials.

 +49 711 29 2678  www.amadeus-

stuttgart.de

 info@amadeus-stuttgart.de  Charlottenplatz 17, Stuttgart
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Deli 

"Deli in Stuttgart"

This spot isn't much like what visitors from North America might expect

from the name. Far from a deli, it is primarily a place to enjoy drinks,

although there are a few dishes available too. During the week the crowd

at the Deli is mostly mixed, with business people hanging out besides

biker-types, but on the weekend the patrons are noticeably more upscale.

That might be explained in part by the drinks available; generally wine,

with beer limited to somewhat some drafts and bottles. There's lots of

room outdoors during warm weather, although after midnight regulations

require that people come inside.

 +49 711 236 0200  www.deli-stuttgart.de/  info@deli-stuttgart.de  Geissstrasse 7, Stuttgart
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Cafe Moulu 

"A Quaint Breakfast Spot"

A striped awning beckons to passer-bys, inviting them to linger for a while

and savor the simple pleasures of a well-cooked meal. Framed

photographs and paintings adorn the walls, sharing space with

chalkboards that list daily specials, while fresh flowers await diners at

each table, adding a touch of color to the understated decor. The cafe

offers a selection of teas, coffees and other beverages, alongside cake,

pastries and a daily lunch menu. The highlight of the culinary offerings at

Cafe Moulu is a scrumptious breakfast menu that is packed with delicious

options to help you start your day on a pleasant note. Stop by Cafe Moulu

with family and friends to enjoy a leisurely bite or two.

 +49 711 9124 2814  www.cafe-moulu.de/  office@cafemoulu.de  Senefelderstraße 58,

Feuersee, Stuttgart
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Café List 

"Culinary Comforts and Oodles of Charm"

Plush couches and comfortable armchairs make up the decor, while

bottles of wine and packets of pasta adorn the pristine walls of Café List.

This quaint and charming cafe serves up a gourmet breakfast menu with

rich pastries, fresh bread, cheeses, pate and eggs done just the way you

like them. Breakfast is served until 11a on weekdays and until 3p on

weekends. For lunch and dinner, Café List offers a seasonal selection of

culinary treats like soups, salads, pasta, sandwiches and more, prepared

using fresh ingredients from the market. The food is complemented to

perfection by a varied list of teas, chocolate drinks, coffees, and cocktails,

with something to suit every taste. From hearty breakfasts and light

lunches to tasty tea-time snacks, Café List caters to all cravings with

gourmet eats and flavorful bites.

 +49 711 5187 2747  www.cafe-list.de/  info@cafe-list.de  Liststrasse 25, Stuttgart
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